
ESSAY REVENGE CASK AMONTILLADO

Edgar Allan Poeâ€™s â€œThe Cask of Amontilladoâ€• is a frightening and entertaining short story about the severe
consequences that result from persistent mockery and an unforgiving heart. â€œThe Cask of Amontilladoâ€• simply
overflows with various themes and other literary elements that.

When Montresor first met up with his old friend Fortunato he was already heavily intoxicated and wearing
motley. As Montresor begins to lay the stones into place we see that Fortunato is becoming aware that he is
trapped. So why is he retelling his story after fifty long years? The real meaning reveals itself through the
pronunciation: look crazy. Montresor says that the avenger has to be unpunished. When Fortunato and
Montresor finally meet later night has fallen and it also creates an airy and dark feeling that the reader is
connecting to the death of Fortunato. Poe not only chooses this way of death for his victim because live burial
was a popular topic in his sensation-loving time. The reason for it was a letter that was not intended for John
Allan. Making Montresor as deceitful as the serpent wrapped around the foot in his family armor. Poe
describes Fortunato as a rich, respected, admired, beloved  There appear to be two types of irony taking place
throughout the story. By the way, I advise you to read the essay on different kind of books. The boy was taken
and adopted by a wealthy merchant John Allan and his wife from Virginia. I believe the cask of Amontillado
is a story of Revenge and Hatred against some friends whom be believed had wrongfully accused him. The
setting of the story is Italy during a time of celebration. He set his goals too high, so he must confess to ease
his torment. They loved Poe, but were not supportive of his decisions and kept Poe poor. While Montresor
does succeed in luring Fortunato into the catacombs and killing him, Montresor does not fully fulfill his
requirements as to how he wanted to get his revenge. Is his deed really a comlpete success and to which
degree is Poe personally involved in this literary revenge? On the surface, Montresor seems friendly with
Fortunato, but deep down he feels nothing but hate for him. A wrong is not made right in that matter. The
catacombs are a very dark long tunnel and can be seen as a symbol of the womb from a Freudian perspective.
The picture in the arms of the Montresors was a snake that gets crushed by a human foot. Fortunato although
is too drunk to realize he is about to have his fate sealed. Introduction The desire for revenge has always been
a strong motive for the action of man. The first reaction to the story comes about from the idea of whether
Montresor is justified in his revenge. The revenge seems to be a complete success because Montresor has
destroyed his enemy.


